
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE (QRG) 
Quick Reference Guide to Submit a MODIFICATION on a pre-eRIA Approved IRB Application 

Submit a MODIFICATION to modify a pre-eRIA Approved IRB 
Application 

Follow these steps to submit a Modification for a minimal risk protocol in which 
you are named that was submitted and approved prior to the eRIA roll-out (before 
7/25/2017) via the paper method (the initial review application formerly known as 
“Questionnaire A” that describes how you will conduct the study).  

1. At the top of your browser window, type this URL 
https://eria-irb.princeton.edu, and press Enter on your keyboard. 

2. Log in with your own Princeton.edu login ID and password, and accept DUO 
verification.  

3.  In the Quick Find box                      in the upper right corner, type the protocol 
number (i.e., 0000008274 or simply 8274 – both work). 

4.   Hover the mouse pointer over the protocol number and wait for the  
pop-up menu. 

5. In the pop-up menu, hover over  
Create New and click Modification.  

6. When the Modification window opens, 
you will see two forms, both marked 
with Status Incomplete. 
NOTE: You must update and complete both forms now… 

 

 

 

 

7. Click Modification Form to open the form, Maximize the window, and  
                complete the form.   
IMPORTANT NOTE: Refer to the Quick Reference Guide for RESEARCHERS for steps 
regarding the PI Signature section at the bottom of the form. 

8. At the top right corner of the Modification form, click the checkbox 
inside the Locked button to lock the application form.   

 

 

 

 

 

9. Click IRB Application to open it, and accurately answer all questions in sections 
A, B, and C. 

10. Complete the rest of the form by answering remaining questions with “N/A” or 
“No”.  NOTE: The original paper version of this protocol (the initial review 
application that describes how you will conduct the study, formerly known as 
“Questionnaire A”) was already approved pre-eRIA. However, due to the 
transition from paper to e-forms, this electronic version of the form must be 
filled in within the eRIA system FOR SYSTEM PROCESSING purposes.  

IMPORTANT NOTE: Refer to the Quick Reference Guide for RESEARCHERS for the 
steps regarding the PI Signature section at the bottom of the form. 

11. At the top right corner of the application form, click the checkbox inside the 
Locked button to lock this application form.   

12. In the Modification window, press the F5 (Refresh) key on your keyboard, and 
both documents will display a status of Completed. 

 

13. Always click the link and attach the following two versions of the latest 
previously approved paper-version of your IRB Application:   
1) the updated version with the latest requested changes clearly marked using 
Track Changes in MS Word; and 2) a clean version of same (with tracked 
changes accepted).  Then click  . 

14. In the Modification window, click              AND CLICK             (upper left).  
 

 

Submit a CONTINUING REVIEW for a pre-eRIA Approved Application 

Follow these steps to submit a Continuing Review for a minimal risk protocol in 
which you are named that was submitted and approved prior to the eRIA roll-out 
(before 7/25/2017) via the paper method (the initial review application formerly 
known as “Questionnaire A” that describes how you will conduct the study) 

1. Follow steps 1-4 (on the left).  
2. In the pop-up menu, hover over Create New and click 
        Continuing Review.  
Turn over and continue to step 3 on the back of this page  

For more detailed steps and information, see the  
“eRIA Guide for Principal Investigators and Researchers”  

and the “eRIA Navigation Guide” at Princeton.edu/ria/eria. 

For help, contact eRIA Support at eria-irb@princeton.edu or 609-258-0865.  
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3. In the new window, click the                                       link, Maximize the 
form window, and complete the form.  

IMPORTANT NOTE: Refer to the Quick Reference Guide for RESEARCHERS for the 
steps regarding the PI Signature section at the bottom of the form. 

4. When complete, at the top right corner of the Continuing Review form, 
click the checkbox inside the Locked button to lock this form. 
 

5. Click the link, Maximize the Upload window, click , 
and attach the latest approved version of your existing IRB Application.  

6. After selecting the file you want to upload, click . 

7. In the Continuing Review window, click                AND CLICK              
(upper left corner).  

 

Submit a REPORTABLE NEW INFORMATION for a pre-eRIA  
Approved IRB Application 

Follow these steps to submit a Reportable New Information (RNI) for a  
minimal risk protocol in which you are named that was submitted and  
approved prior to the eRIA roll-out (before 7/25/2017) via the paper 
method (the initial review application formerly known as “Questionnaire A” 
that describes how you will conduct the study).  

1. In your browser, type https://eria-irb.princeton.edu and press Enter. 

2. Log in with your Princeton.edu login ID/password and DUO verification.  

3.  In the Quick Find box                        in the upper right corner, type the 
protocol number (i.e., 0000008274 or simply 8274 – both work). 

4. Hover the mouse pointer over the protocol number. 

5. In the pop-up, hover over Create New and 
click Reportable New Information.  

6. In the RNI window, click  
to open, Maximize, and complete the form. 

 

 

 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Refer to the Quick Reference Guide for RESEARCHERS for the 
steps regarding the PI Signature section at the bottom of the form. 

7. When complete, at the top right corner of the form, click the checkbox 
inside the Locked button to lock the form. 

8. Always click the link and attach the following two versions of the 
latest previously approved paper-version of your IRB Application:   
1) the updated version with the latest requested changes clearly marked 
using Track Changes in MS Word; and 2) a clean version of same (with 
tracked changes accepted). 

9. After selecting the file you want to upload, click . 

10. In the RNI window, click               AND CLICK              (upper left corner). 
 

Submit a CLOSURE for a pre-eRIA Approved IRB Application 
 

Follow these steps to submit a Closure for a minimal risk protocol in which 
you are named that was submitted and approved prior to the eRIA roll-out 
(before 7/25/2017) via the paper method (the initial review application 
formerly known as “Questionnaire A” that describes how you will conduct 
the study).  
1. Follow steps 1-4 (on the left).  
2. Hover over Create New and click Closure.  
3. Click the  link and complete the form. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Refer to the Quick Reference Guide for RESEARCHERS for the 
steps regarding the PI Signature section at the bottom of the form. 

4. At the top right corner of the Closure form, click the checkbox inside the 
Locked button to lock this application form.   

5. Click the link, Maximize the Upload window, click , and 
attach the latest approved version of your existing IRB Application. 

6.  After selecting the file you want to upload, click . 

7.  In the Closure window, click               AND CLICK              (upper left corner).  

For more detailed steps and information, see the eRIA 
Guide for Principal Investigators and Reviewers  

and the eRIA Navigation Guide at Princeton.edu/ria/eria. 
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For help, contact eRIA Support at eria-irb@princeton.edu or 609-258-0865.  
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